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The 4LE and similar 4LE was a series of heavy-duty automatic transmissions from General
Motors designed for longitudinal engine configurations. The 4LE was heavily based on the
Turbo-Hydramatic first produced in October , adding electronic controls and an overdriven
fourth gear. It was also adopted by Rolls-Royce in and modified after extensive testing, [1] and
used initially in the Bentley Continental R, and subsequently other Rolls-Royce and Bentley
vehicles. By activating and deactivating the solenoids in a predetermined pattern by the PCM, 4
distinct gear ratios can be achieved. The shift solenoid pattern, also sometimes referred to as
solenoid firing order, is as follows;. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Bentley
Continental R. London: Osprey Publishing. Archived from the original on Retrieved December
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version. Add links. The coil can be arranged to produce a uniform magnetic field in a volume of
space when an electric current is passed through it. In the study of electromagnetism , a
solenoid is a coil whose length is substantially greater than its diameter. In engineering , the
term may also refer to a variety of transducer devices that convert energy into linear motion.
The term is also often used to refer to a solenoid valve , an integrated device containing an
electromechanical solenoid which actuates either a pneumatic or hydraulic valve, or a solenoid
switch, which is a specific type of relay that internally uses an electromechanical solenoid to
operate an electrical switch ; for example, an automobile starter solenoid or linear solenoid.
Solenoid bolts , a type of electromechanical locking mechanism, also exist. In electromagnetic
technology, a solenoid is an actuator assembly with a sliding ferromagnetic plunger inside the
coil. Without power, the plunger extends for part of its length outside the coil; applying power
pulls the plunger into the coil. Electromagnets with fixed cores are not considered solenoids.
An infinite solenoid has infinite length but finite diameter. The magnetic field inside an infinitely
long solenoid is homogeneous and its strength neither depends on the distance from the axis
nor on the solenoid's cross-sectional area. This is a derivation of the magnetic flux density
around a solenoid that is long enough so that fringe effects can be ignored. In Figure 1, we
immediately know that the flux density vector points in the positive z direction inside the
solenoid, and in the negative z direction outside the solenoid. We confirm this by applying the
right hand grip rule for the field around a wire. If we wrap our right hand around a wire with the
thumb pointing in the direction of the current, the curl of the fingers shows how the field
behaves. Since we are dealing with a long solenoid, all of the components of the magnetic field
not pointing upwards cancel out by symmetry. Outside, a similar cancellation occurs, and the
field is only pointing downwards. Now consider the imaginary loop c that is located inside the
solenoid. We have shown above that the field is pointing upwards inside the solenoid, so the
horizontal portions of loop c do not contribute anything to the integral. Thus the integral of the
up side 1 is equal to the integral of the down side 2. Since we can arbitrarily change the
dimensions of the loop and get the same result, the only physical explanation is that the
integrands are actually equal, that is, the magnetic field inside the solenoid is radially uniform.
Note, though, that nothing prohibits it from varying longitudinally, which in fact, it does. A
similar argument can be applied to the loop a to conclude that the field outside the solenoid is
radially uniform or constant. This last result, which holds strictly true only near the center of the
solenoid where the field lines are parallel to its length, is important as it shows that the flux
density outside is practically zero since the radii of the field outside the solenoid will tend to
infinity. An intuitive argument can also be used to show that the flux density outside the
solenoid is actually zero. Magnetic field lines only exist as loops, they cannot diverge from or
converge to a point like electric field lines can see Gauss's law for magnetism. The magnetic
field lines follow the longitudinal path of the solenoid inside, so they must go in the opposite
direction outside of the solenoid so that the lines can form a loop. However, the volume outside
the solenoid is much greater than the volume inside, so the density of magnetic field lines
outside is greatly reduced. Now recall that the field outside is constant. In order for the total
number of field lines to be conserved, the field outside must go to zero as the solenoid gets
longer. Of course, if the solenoid is constructed as a wire spiral as often done in practice , then
it emanates an outside field the same way as a single wire, due to the current flowing overall
down the length of the solenoid. From this we get. In most solenoids, the solenoid is not
immersed in a higher permeability material, but rather some portion of the space around the
solenoid has the higher permeability material and some is just air which behaves much like free

space. The inclusion of a ferromagnetic core, such as iron , increases the magnitude of the
magnetic flux density in the solenoid and raises the effective permeability of the magnetic path.
This is expressed by the formula. The effective permeability is a function of the geometric
properties of the core and its relative permeability. The terms relative permeability a property of
just the material and effective permeability a property of the whole structure are often confused;
they can differ by many orders of magnitude. For an open magnetic structure, the relationship
between the effective permeability and relative permeability is given as follows:. A finite
solenoid is a solenoid with finite length. Continuous means that the solenoid is not formed by
discrete coils but by a sheet of conductive material. We assume the current is uniformly
distributed on the surface of the solenoid, with a surface current density K ; in cylindrical
coordinates :. Within the category of finite solenoids, there are those that are sparsely wound
with a single pitch, sparsely wound with varying pitches varied-pitch solenoid , or those with a
varying radius for different loops non-cylindrical solenoids. They are called irregular solenoids.
They have found applications in different areas, such as sparsely wound solenoids for wireless
power transfer, [11] [12] varied-pitch solenoids for magnetic resonance imaging MRI , [13] and
non-cylindrical solenoids for other medical devices. The calculation of the intrinsic inductance
and capacitance cannot be done using those for the traditional solenoids, i. New calculation
methods were proposed for the calculation of intrinsic inductance [15] codes available at [16]
and capacitance. Combining this with the definition of inductance. A table of inductance for
short solenoids of various diameter to length ratios has been calculated by Dellinger,
Whittmore, and Ould. This, and the inductance of more complicated shapes, can be derived
from Maxwell's equations. For rigid air-core coils, inductance is a function of coil geometry and
number of turns, and is independent of current. Similar analysis applies to a solenoid with a
magnetic core, but only if the length of the coil is much greater than the product of the relative
permeability of the magnetic core and the diameter. That limits the simple analysis to
low-permeability cores, or extremely long thin solenoids. Note that since the permeability of
ferromagnetic materials changes with applied magnetic flux, the inductance of a coil with a
ferromagnetic core will generally vary with current. Electromechanical solenoids consist of an
electromagnetically inductive coil, wound around a movable steel or iron slug termed the
armature. The coil is shaped such that the armature can be moved in and out of the space in the
center of the coil, altering the coil's inductance and thereby becoming an electromagnet. The
movement of the armature is used to provide a mechanical force to some mechanism, such as
controlling a pneumatic valve. Although typically weak over anything but very short distances,
solenoids may be controlled directly by a controller circuit, and thus have very quick reaction
times. The force applied to the armature is proportional to the change in inductance of the coil
with respect to the change in position of the armature and the current flowing through the coil
see Faraday's law of induction. The force applied to the armature will always move the armature
in a direction that increases the coil's inductance. Electromechanical solenoids are commonly
seen in electronic paintball markers , pinball machines , dot matrix printers , and fuel injectors.
Some residential doorbells make use of electromechanical solenoids, whereby electrification of
the coil causes the armature to strike metal chime bars. Included in this category of solenoids
are the uniquely designed magnetic circuits that effect analog positioning of the solenoid
plunger or armature as a function of coil current. These solenoids, whether axial or rotary,
employ a flux carrying geometry that both produces a high starting force torque , and has a
section that quickly begins to saturate magnetically. The resulting force torque profile as the
solenoid progresses through its operational stroke is nearly flat or descends from a high to a
lower value. The solenoid can be useful for positioning, stopping mid-stroke, or for low velocity
actuation; especially in a closed loop control system. A uni-directional solenoid would actuate
against an opposing force or a dual solenoid system would be self cycling. The proportional
concept is more fully described in SAE publication Focusing of the magnetic field and its
attendant flux metering, as illustrated in the SAE paper, is required to produce a high starting
force at the start of the solenoid stroke and to maintain a level or declining force as the solenoid
moves through its displacement range. This is quite contrary to that experienced with normal
diminishing air gap types of solenoids. The focusing of the magnetic field to the working air gap
initially produces a high mmf ampere turns and relatively low flux level across the air gap. This
high product of mmf x flux read energy produces a high starting force. Inherent with the plunger
increment of motion, the air gap permeance increases slightly, the magnetic flux increases, the
mmf across the air gap decreases slightly; all of which results in maintaining a high product of
mmf x flux. Because of the increased flux level a rise in ampere-turns drops elsewhere in the
ferrous circuit predominately in the pole geometry causes the reduction of air gap ampere-turns
and, therefore, the reduced potential energy of the field at the air gap. Further incrementing of
the plunger causes a continuing decrease of the solenoid force thus creating an ideal condition

for motion control as controlled by the current to the solenoid coil. The aforementioned pole
geometry, having a linearly changing path area, produces a nearly linear change in force. An
opposing spring force or a dual ended solenoid two coils allows over and back motion control.
Closed loop control improves the linearity and stiffness of the system. The rotary solenoid is an
electromechanical device used to rotate a ratcheting mechanism when power is applied. These
were used in the s for rotary snap-switch automation in electromechanical controls. Repeated
actuation of the rotary solenoid advances the snap-switch forward one position. Two rotary
actuators on opposite ends of the rotary snap-switch shaft, can advance or reverse the switch
position. The rotary solenoid has a similar appearance to a linear solenoid, except that the
armature core is mounted in the center of a large flat disk, with three inclined raceways coined
into the underside of the disk. These grooves align with raceways on the solenoid body,
separated by ball bearings in the races. When the solenoid is activated, the armature core is
magnetically attracted toward the stator pole, and the disk rotates on the ball bearings in the
races as it moves towards the coil body. When power is removed, a spring on the disk rotates it
back to its starting position both rotationally and axially. The rotary solenoid was invented in by
George H. Previously used linear axial solenoids were prone to inadvertent releases. Patent
number 2,, describes the electromagnet and inclined raceways that are the basis of the
invention. Leland's engineer, Earl W. Kerman, was instrumental in developing a compatible
bomb release shackle that incorporated the rotary solenoid. Solenoids of this variety continue
to be used in countless modern applications and are still manufactured under Leland's original
brand "Ledex", now owned by Johnson Electric. Appearing on the market in the s, the solely
rotary solenoid with a balanced 3-lobed iron vane rotor offered improved vibration isolation by
eliminating the axial motion of the rotor. This device allowed proportional, quiet positioning as
well as a rapid rotation for uses such as mail sorters and conveyor gating. Then followed a
permanent magnet rotor version U. Patent 5,,; that provided rapid, electrical, bi-directional
rotation. A rotary voice coil is a rotational version of a solenoid. Typically the fixed magnet is on
the outside, and the coil part moves in an arc controlled by the current flow through the coils.
Rotary voice coils are widely employed in devices such as disk drives. A pneumatic solenoid
valve is a switch for routing air to any pneumatic device, usually an actuator , allowing a
relatively small signal to control a large device. It is also the interface between electronic
controllers and pneumatic systems. Hydraulic machinery uses solenoids to control the flow of
oil to rams or actuators. Solenoid-controlled valves are often used in irrigation systems, where
a relatively weak solenoid opens and closes a small pilot valve, which in turn activates the main
valve by applying fluid pressure to a piston or diaphragm that is mechanically coupled to the
main valve. Solenoids are also in everyday household items such as washing machines to
control the flow and amount of water into the drum. Transmission solenoids control fluid flow
through an automatic transmission and are typically installed in the transmission valve body. In
a car or truck, the starter solenoid is part of an automobile engine's ignition system. The starter
solenoid receives a large electric current from the car battery and a small electric current from
the ignition switch. When the ignition switch is turned on i. This is a type of relay. Starter
solenoids can also be built into the starter itself, often visible on the outside of the starter. If a
starter solenoid receives insufficient power from the battery, it will fail to start the motor and
may produce a rapid, distinctive "clicking" or "clacking" sound. This can be caused by a low or
dead battery, by corroded or loose connections to the battery, or by a broken or damaged
positive red cable from the battery. Any of these will result in some power to the solenoid, but
not enough to hold the heavy contacts closed, so the starter motor itself never spins, and the
engine fails to start. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see Solenoid
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PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Solenoids. GND : A camless or free-valve piston engine is an engine that has poppet valves
operated by means of electromagnetic, hydraulic, or pneumatic [ citation needed ] actuators
instead of conventional cams. Actuators can be used to both open and close valves, or to open
valves closed by springs or other means. Camshafts normally have one lobe per valve, with a
fixed valve duration and lift. Although many modern engines use camshaft phasing, adjusting
the lift and valve duration in a working engine is more difficult. Some manufacturers use
systems with more than one cam lobe, but this is still a compromise as only a few profiles can
be in operation at once. This is not the case with the camless engine, where lift and valve timing
can be adjusted freely from valve to valve and from cycle to cycle. It also allows multiple lift
events per cycle and, indeed, no events per cycleâ€”switching off the cylinder entirely. In the
Spring of , Christian von Koenigsegg told reporters that the technology pursued by his
company is "getting ready for fruition", but said nothing specific about his company's
timetable. The engine's Swedish designer FreeValve claims that the 1. Christian von
Koenigsegg also claims that the PHEA camless technology allows the elimination of the
pre-catalytic converter, because the standard catalytic converter can be brought up to
temperature quickly by manipulating the exhaust cycle. Because camless engines have no
camshaft , they may have fewer moving parts. In these systems, the camshaft rollers and
pushrods have been replaced by an electro-hydraulic actuator system which uses the existing
fuel pumps, thus reducing development risks of the new system by employing existing
technology. This eliminates the risk of mechanical failures that could damage the engine if there
was a malfunction while changing directions. Additionally, because there is no chain
connection between the crankshaft and the camshaft, the engine is lighter with fewer points of
failure. The absence of a camshaft also means that the parasitic load on the engine is lower,
which is particularly useful in large marine engines, as it can equate to a large amount of power
savings. With a camless engine, fuel injection and exhaust timing are directly controlled by an
engine control unit and can be constantly changed and adjusted without stopping the engine.
This allows for the engine to run at a lower RPM, a feature useful in ships as it allows better low
speed maneuvering while docking. Additionally, when a ship is maneuvering, the computer
controlled fuel injection and valve timing allows for faster RPM control, hence faster stopping in
emergency situations. Camless engines are able to produce fewer emissions than their
equivalent camshaft counterparts because they are able to more precisely control the
combustion procedure, allowing for more complete combustion of all hydrocarbons. The
computer is able to sense when not all of the fuel is being consumed and immediately relax
valve timings to supply less fuel to a cylinder. It can sense when there is a high amount of NOx
and SOx sulfur oxide emission and change the timing to make the exhaust gas hotter or cooler.
Since the engine is run electronically and not mechanically, camless engines can be updated to
meet new emission regulations without mechanical modifications. Camless engines can further
reduce NOx emissions with the use of fuel staging. Instead of simply injecting a constant
stream of fuel, fuel staging injects the fuel at the optimal time for the most complete
combustion. Fuel injection can shut off when there is sufficient pressure and add more fuel
when there is less pressure allowing the engines to run closer to a perfect diesel cycle. This
allows the engine to run as efficiently as the environment and heat capacity of the metal will
allow. Because these new engines can diagnose themselves and run efficiently without an
operator changing settings, these engines require a smaller crew to maintain them at sea. This
crew reduction equates to cheaper shipping and more global trade. In April , the Chinese car
manufacturer Qoros presented a concept car incorporating Freevalve technology. In March ,
Koenigsegg Automotive AB announced its first four-seater megacar, the Gemera, which is
powered by a sequentially turbocharged 2. Two of those electric motors, each of which makes
bhp and lb-ft of torque, are on the rear wheels. The third motor is attached to the engine
crankshaft and makes bhp and lb-ft of torque. It is rated at bhp and lb-ft of torque and uses the
camless Freevalve technology. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article may require
cleanup to meet Wikipedia's quality standards. The specific problem is: Poor English
translation, possibly an automatic translator output Please help improve this article if you can.
April Learn how and when to remove this template message. Archived from the original on
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version. A starter solenoid is an electromagnet which is actuated to engage the starter motor of
an internal combustion engine. It is normally attached directly to the starter motor which it
controls. Its primary function is as the actuating coil of a contactor a relay designed for large
electric currents which connects the battery to the starter motor proper. All modern cars also
use the starter solenoid to move the starter pinion into engagement with the ring gear of the
engine. The starter solenoid is sometimes called the starter relay , but many cars reserve that
name for a separate relay which supplies power to the starter solenoid. In these cases, the
ignition switch energizes the starter relay, which energizes the starter solenoid, which energizes
the starter motor. An idle starter solenoid can receive a large electric current from the car
battery and a small electric current from the ignition switch. When the ignition switch is turned
on, a small electric current is sent through the starter solenoid. This causes the starter solenoid
to close a pair of heavy contacts, thus relaying a large electric current through the starter
motor, which in turn sets the engine in motion. The starter motor is a series, compound, or
permanent magnet type electric motor with a solenoid and solenoid operated switch mounted
on it. When low- current power from the starting battery is applied to the starter solenoid,
usually through a key -operated switch, the solenoid closes high-current contacts for the starter
motor and it starts to run. Once the engine starts, the key-operated switch is opened and the
solenoid opens the contacts to the starter motor. All modern starters rely on the solenoid to
engage the starter drive with the ring gear of the flywheel. When the solenoid is energized, it
operates a plunger or lever which forces the pinion into mesh with the ring gear. The pinion
incorporates a one way clutch so that when the engine starts and runs it will not attempt to
drive the starter motor at excessive RPM. Some older starter designs, such as the Bendix drive ,
used the rotational inertia of the pinion to force it along a helical groove cut into the starter
drive-shaft, and thus no mechanical linkage with the solenoid was required. If a starter solenoid
receives insufficient power from the battery, it will fail to start the motor, and may produce a
rapid clicking sound. The lack of power can be caused by a low battery, by corroded or loose
connections in the battery cable, or by a damaged positive red cable from the battery. Any of
these problems will result in some, but not enough, power being sent to the solenoid, which
means that the solenoid will only begin to push the engagement gear, making the metallic click
sound. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for
verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Categories : Relays Vehicle parts. Hidden categories:
Articles needing additional references from January All articles needing additional references.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. A starter also self-starter ,
cranking motor , or starter motor is a device used to rotate crank an internal-combustion engine
so as to initiate the engine's operation under its own power. Starters can be electric , pneumatic
, or hydraulic. In the case of very large engines, the starter can even be another
internal-combustion engine. Internal combustion engines are feedback systems, which, once
started, rely on the inertia from each cycle to initiate the next cycle. In a four-stroke engine , the
third stroke releases energy from the fuel, powering the fourth exhaust stroke and also the first
two intake, compression strokes of the next cycle, as well as powering the engine's external
load. To start the first cycle at the beginning of any particular session, the first two strokes must
be powered in some other way than from the engine itself. The starter motor is used for this
purpose and it is not required once the engine starts running and its feedback loop becomes
self-sustaining. Before the advent of the starter motor, engines were started by various methods
including wind-up springs, gunpowder cylinders , and human-powered techniques such as a
removable crank handle which engaged the front of the crankshaft, pulling on an airplane
propeller, or pulling a cord that was wound around an open-face pulley. The hand-crank method
was commonly used to start engines, but it was inconvenient, difficult, and dangerous. The
behavior of an engine during starting is not always predictable. The engine can kick back,
causing sudden reverse rotation. Many manual starters included a one-directional slip or

release provision so that once engine rotation began, the starter would disengage from the
engine. In the event of a kickback, the reverse rotation of the engine could suddenly engage the
starter, causing the crank to unexpectedly and violently jerk, possibly injuring the operator. For
cord-wound starters, a kickback could pull the operator towards the engine or machine, or
swing the starter cord and handle at high speed around the starter pulley. Even though cranks
had an overrun mechanism, when the engine started, the crank could begin to spin along with
the crankshaft and potentially strike the person cranking the engine. Additionally, care had to
be taken to retard the spark in order to prevent backfiring ; with an advanced spark setting, the
engine could kick back run in reverse , pulling the crank with it, because the overrun safety
mechanism works in one direction only. Although users were advised to cup their fingers and
thumb under the crank and pull up, it felt natural for operators to grasp the handle with the
fingers on one side, the thumb on the other. Even a simple backfire could result in a broken
thumb; it was possible to end up with a broken wrist , a dislocated shoulder or worse. Moreover,
increasingly larger engines with higher compression ratios made hand cranking a more
physically demanding endeavour. The first electric starter was installed on an Arnold , an
adaptation of the Benz Velo, built in in East Peckham , England , by electrical engineer H. In ,
Clyde J. Coleman invented and patented the first electric starter in America U. Patent 0,, In ,
Charles F. Kettering , with Henry M. Patent 1,, for an electric starter in America. Kettering had
replaced the hand crank on NCR 's cash registers with an electric motor five years earlier. One
aspect of the invention lay in the realization that a relatively small motor, driven with higher
voltage and current than would be feasible for continuous operation, could deliver enough
power to crank the engine for starting. At the voltage and current levels required, such a motor
would burn out in a few minutes of continuous operation, but not during the few seconds
needed to start the engine. The starters were first installed by Cadillac on production models in
, with the same system being adopted by Lanchester later that year. Although the electric starter
motor was to come to dominate the car market, in , there were several competing types of
starter, [3] with the Adams, S. The Star and Adler cars had spring motors sometimes referred to
as clockwork motors , which used the energy stored in a spring driving through a reduction
gear. If the car failed to start, the starter handle could be used to wind up the spring for a further
attempt. The Dodge used a combined starter-generator unit, with a direct current dynamo
permanently coupled by gears to the engine's crankshaft. A system of electrical relays allowed
this to be driven as a motor to rotate the engine for starting, and once the starter button was
released the controlling switchgear returned the unit to operation as a generator. Because the
starter-generator was directly coupled to the engine it did not need a method of engaging and
disengaging the motor drive. It thus suffered negligible mechanical wear and was virtually silent
in operation. The starter-generator remained a feature of Dodge cars until The disadvantage of
the design was that, as a dual-purpose device, the unit was limited in both its power as a motor
and its output as a generator, which became a problem as engine size and electrical demands
on cars increased. Controlling the switch between motor and generator modes required
dedicated and relatively complex switchgear which was more prone to failure than the
heavy-duty contacts of a dedicated starter motor. While the starter-generator dropped out of
favour for cars by the s, the concept was still useful for smaller vehicles and was taken up by
the German firm SIBA Elektrik which built similar system intended mostly for use on
motorcycles, scooters, economy cars especially those will small-capacity two-stroke engines]]
and marine engines. These were marketed under the 'Dynastart' name. Since motorcycles
usually had small engines and limited electrical equipment, as well as restricted space and
weight, the Dynastart was a useful feature. The windings for the starter-generator were usually
incorporated into the engine's flywheel, thus not requiring a separate unit at all. The Ford Model
T relied on hand cranks until ; during the s, electric starters became near-universal on most new
cars, making it easier for women and elderly people to drive. It was still common for cars to be
supplied with starter handles into the s, and this continued much later for some makes e. In
many cases, cranks were used for setting timing rather than starting the engine as growing
displacements and compression ratios made this impractical. Communist bloc cars such as
Ladas often still sported crank-starting as late as the s. For the first examples of production
German turbojet engines later in World War II, Norbert Riedel designed a small two-stroke,
opposed-twin gasoline engine to start both the Junkers Jumo and BMW aircraft gas turbines as
a form of auxiliary power unit to get the central spindle of each engine design rotating â€” these
were usually installed at the very front of the turbojet, and were themselves started by a
pull-rope to get them running during the startup procedure for the jet engines they were fitted
to. Before Chrysler 's innovation of the key-operated combination ignition-starter switch, [4] the
starter was often operated by the driver pressing a button mounted on the floor or dashboard.
Some vehicles had a pedal in the floor that manually engaged the starter drive pinion with the

flywheel ring gear, then completed the electrical circuit to the starter motor once the pedal
reached the end of its travel. Ferguson tractors from the s, including the Ferguson TE20 , had
an extra position on the gear lever that engaged the starter switch, ensuring safety by
preventing the tractors from being started in gear. The electric starter motor or cranking motor
is the most common type used on gasoline engines and small diesel engines. The modern
starter motor is either a permanent-magnet or a series -parallel wound direct current electric
motor with a starter solenoid similar to a relay mounted on it. When DC power from the starting
battery is applied to the solenoid, usually through a key -operated switch the "ignition switch" ,
the solenoid engages a lever that pushes out the drive pinion on the starter driveshaft and
meshes the pinion with the starter ring gear on the flywheel of the engine. The solenoid also
closes high-current contacts for the starter motor, which begins to turn. Once the engine starts,
the key-operated switch is opened, a spring in the solenoid assembly pulls the pinion gear away
from the ring gear, and the starter motor stops. The starter's pinion is clutched to its drive shaft
through an overrunning sprag clutch which permits the pinion to transmit drive in only one
direction. In this manner, drive is transmitted through the pinion to the flywheel ring gear, but if
the pinion remains engaged as for example because the operator fails to release the key as
soon as the engine starts, or if there is a short and the solenoid remains engaged , the pinion
will spin independently of its drive shaft. This prevents the engine driving the starter, for such
backdrive would cause the starter to spin so fast as to fly apart. The sprag clutch arrangement
would preclude the use of the starter as a generator if employed in the hybrid scheme
mentioned above, unless modifications were made. The standard starter motor is typically
designed for intermittent use, which would preclude its use as a generator. The starter's
electrical components are designed only to operate for typically under 30 seconds before
overheating by too-slow dissipation of heat from ohmic losses , to save weight and cost. Most
automobile owner manuals instruct the operator to pause for at least ten seconds after each ten
or fifteen seconds of cranking the engine, when trying to start an engine that does not start
immediately. This overrunning-clutch pinion arrangement was phased into use beginning in the
early s; before that time, a Bendix drive was used. The Bendix system places the starter drive
pinion on a helically cut drive shaft. When the starter motor begins turning, the inertia of the
drive pinion assembly causes it to ride forward on the helix and thus engage with the ring gear.
When the engine starts, backdrive from the ring gear causes the drive pinion to exceed the
rotative speed of the starter, at which point the drive pinion is forced back down the helical
shaft and thus out of mesh with the ring gear. An intermediate development between the Bendix
drive developed in the s and the overrunning-clutch designs introduced in the s was the Bendix
Folo-Thru drive. The standard Bendix drive would disengage from the ring gear as soon as the
engine fired, even if it did not continue to run. The Folo-Thru drive contains a latching
mechanism and a set of flyweights in the body of the drive unit. When the starter motor begins
turning and the drive unit is forced forward on the helical shaft by inertia, it is latched into the
engaged position. Only once the drive unit is spun at a speed higher than that attained by the
starter motor itself i. In this manner, unwanted starter disengagement is avoided before a
successful engine start. In , Chrysler introduced a starter incorporating a geartrain between the
motor and the drive shaft. The motor shaft included integrally cut gear teeth forming a pinion
that meshes with a larger adjacent driven gear to provide a gear reduction ratio of 3. This
permitted the use of a higher-speed, lower-current, lighter and more compact motor assembly
while increasing cranking torque. It makes a unique, distinct sound when cranking the engine,
which led to it being nicknamed the "Highland Park Hummingbird"â€”a reference to Chrysler's
headquarters in Highland Park, Michigan. The Chrysler gear-reduction starter formed the
conceptual basis for the gear-reduction starters that now predominate in vehicles on the road.
Many Japanese automakers phased in gear reduction starters in the s and s. Those starters not
employing offset gear trains like the Chrysler unit generally employ planetary epicyclic gear
trains instead. Direct-drive starters are almost entirely obsolete owing to their larger size,
heavier weight and higher current requirements. Ford issued a nonstandard starter, a
direct-drive "movable pole shoe" design that provided cost reduction rather than electrical or
mechanical benefits. This type of starter eliminated the solenoid, replacing it with a movable
pole shoe and a separate starter relay. This starter operates as follows: The driver turns the key,
activating the starter switch. A small electric current flows through the solenoid actuated starter
relay , closing the contacts and sending large battery current to the starter motor. One of the
pole shoes, hinged at the front, linked to the starter drive, and spring-loaded away from its
normal operating position, is swung into position by the magnetic field created by electricity
flowing through its field coil. This moves the starter drive forward to engage the flywheel ring
gear, and simultaneously closes a pair of contacts supplying current to the rest of the starter
motor winding. Once the engine starts and the driver releases the starter switch, a spring

retracts the pole shoe, which pulls the starter drive out of engagement with the ring gear. This
starter was used on Ford vehicles from through , when a gear-reduction unit conceptually
similar to the Chrysler unit replaced it. A variant on the electric starter motor is the inertia
starter not to be confused with the Bendix-type starter described above. Here the starter motor
does not turn the engine directly. Instead, when energized, the motor turns a heavy flywheel
built into its casing not the main flywheel of the engine. The spinning flywheel is then
connected to the main engine and its inertia turns it over to start it. These stages are commonly
automated by solenoid switches, with the machine operator using a two-position control switch,
which is held in one position to spin the motor and then moved to the other to cut the current to
the motor and engage the flywheel to the engine. The advantage of the inertia starter is that,
because the motor is not driving the engine directly, it can be of much lower power than the
standard starter for an engine of the same size. This allows for a motor of much lower weight
and smaller size, as well as lighter cables and smaller batteries to power the motor. This made
the inertia starter a common choice for aircraft with large radial piston engines. The
disadvantage is the increased time required to start the engine - spinning up the flywheel to the
required speed can take between 10 and 20 seconds. If the engine does not start by the time the
flywheel has lost its inertia then the process must be repeated for the next attempt. Some gas
turbine engines and diesel engines , particularly on trucks , use a pneumatic self-starter. In
ground vehicles the system consists of a geared turbine, an air compressor and a pressure
tank. Compressed air released from the tank is used to spin the turbine, and through a set of
reduction gears , engages the ring gear on the flywheel, much like an electric starter. The
engine, once running, drives the compressor to recharge the tank. Aircraft with large gas
turbine engines are typically started using a large volume of low-pressure compressed air,
supplied from a very small engine referred to as an auxiliary power unit , located elsewhere in
the aircraft. Alternately, aircraft gas turbine engines can be rapidly started using a mobile
ground-based pneumatic starting engine, referred to as a start cart or air start cart. On larger
diesel generators found in large shore installations and especially on ships, a pneumatic
starting gear is used. The air motor is normally powered by compressed air at pressures of
10â€”30 bar. The air motor is made up of a center drum about the size of a soup can with four or
more slots cut into it to allow for the vanes to be placed radially on the drum to form chambers
around the drum. The drum is offset inside a round casing so that the inlet air for starting is
admitted at the area where the drum and vanes form a small chamber compared to the others.
The compressed air can only expand by rotating the drum, which allows the small chamber to
become larger and puts another one of the cambers in the air inlet. The air motor spins much
too fast to be used directly on the flywheel of the engine; instead a large gearing reduction,
such as a planetary gear, is used to lower the output speed. A Bendix gear is used to engage
the flywheel. Since large trucks typically use air brakes , the system does double duty,
supplying compressed air to the brake system. Pneumatic starters have the advantages of
delivering high torque, mechanical simplicity and reliability. They eliminate the need for
oversized, [ quantify ] heavy storage batteries in prime mover electrical systems. Large Diesel
generators and almost all Diesel engines used as the prime mover of ships use compressed air
acting directly on the cylinder head. This is not ideal for smaller Diesels, as it provides too
much cooling on starting. Also, the cylinder head needs to have enough space to support an
extra valve for the air start system. The air start system is conceptually very similar to a
distributor in a car. There is an air distributor that is geared to the camshaft of the Diesel
engine; on the top of the air distributor is a single lobe similar to what is found on a camshaft.
Arranged radially around this lobe are roller tip followers for every cylinder. When the lobe of
the air distributor hits one of the followers it will send an air signal that acts upon the back of
the air start valve located in the cylinder head, causing it to open. Compressed air is provided
from a large reservoir that feeds into a header located along the engine. As soon as the air start
valve is opened, the compressed air is admitted and the engine will begin turning. It can be
used on two-cycle and four-cycle engines and on reversing engines. On large two-stroke
engines less than one revolution of the crankshaft is needed for starting. Some Diesel engines
from six to 16 cylinders are started by means of a hydraulic motor. Hydraulic starters and the
associated systems provide a sparkless, reliable method of engine starting over a wide
temperature range. The system used to support the hydraulic starter includes valves, pumps,
filters, a reservoir, and piston accumulators. The operator can manually recharge the hydraulic
system; this cannot readily be done with electric starting systems, so hydraulic starting
systems are favored in applications wherein emergency starting is a requirement. With various
configurations, Hydraulic starters can be fitted on any engine. Hydraulic starters employ the
high efficiency of the axial piston motor concept, which provides high torque at any
temperature or environment, and guarantees minimal wear of the engine ring gear and the

pinion. A spring starter uses potential energy stored in a spring wound up with a crank to start
an engine without a battery or alternator. Turning the crank moves the pinion into mesh with the
engine's ring gear , then winds up the spring. Pulling the release lever then applies the spring
tension to the pinion, turning the ring gear to start the engine. The pinion automatically
disengages from the flywheel after operation. Provision is also made to allow the engine to be
slowly turned over by hand for engine maintenance. This is achieved by operating the trip lever
just after the pinion has engaged with the flywheel. Subsequent turning of the winding handle
during this operation will not load the starter. Spring starters can be found in engine-generators
, hydraulic power packs , and on lifeboat engines , with the most common application being
backup starting system on seagoing vessels. Some modern gasoline engines with twelve or
more cylinders always have at least one or more pistons at the beginning of its power stroke
and are able to start by injecting fuel into that cylinder and igniting it. If the engine is stopped at
correct position, the procedure can be applied to engines with fewer cylinders. It is one way of
starting an engine of a car with stop-start system. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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